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CASSLink – FAQ’s for Airline Users 

General  

How do I contact IATA Customer 
Service? 

The best and most efficient way to contact IATA Customer 
Service is by logging an enquiry on the Customer Portal – 
www.iata.org/cs  

How many CASS operations are 
there? 

Currently, there are 83 countries that have a CASS Operation, 
including CNS (USA) 

In need to contact CASS USA. How 
do I do that? 

The best way to contact CASS US/CNS is by email – 
cassusaserviceteam@cnsc.us 

Login/Users  

I have created a new User, but now I 
cannot find it in the system. When I 
try to create it again, the system tells 
me the Username already exists. 
Why? 

It is likely that the UserID was not linked to a CASS Operation 
and Services before navigating away from the User Maintenance 
screen.  

Go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

I tried to log into CASSLink, but was 
locked out. And I cannot use the 
Forgot Password. Why? 

Forgot Password must be utilised before the User ID is Locked. It 
cannot be used once the User ID has been Locked. 

I have tried to use the Forgot 
Password, but the system tells me 
that the Username or email are 
incorrect. The details I am entering 
are correct so why is Forgot 
Password failing? 

It is possible that the email address associate with the User ID is 
not the same as that being entered. The email address entered 
must match the one recorded in the User Profile. 

When I log into CASSLink I can see 
the CASS Operation, but I cannot see 
my airline details. Why? 

It is likely that when the User ID was created, the CASS 
Operation and Services were selected, but was not linked to the 
Airline in the CASS. Contact your Airline administrator or IATA 
Customer Service to correct. 

I am an Airline Admin User. I created 
new Users but now I cannot see 
them. Why? 

 
 
 
 

There could be two reasons, but both are related to not 
completing the creation correctly.  

Either the User has not been linked to a CASS Operation, there is 
no link to your Airline in the CASS Operation or both. 

Since the Admin User can only see Users for their Airline, if an 
Airline is not linked to the User, they will not be visible. 

http://www.iata.org/cs
mailto:cassusaserviceteam@cnsc.us
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I am an Airline Admin User. I cannot 
see countries where we participate 
via GSA. Can I have access? 

If the GSA is the member of the CASS, then they would need to 
give us permission to grant you direct access to the CASS and 
airline. In most cases that would be ok, but IATA needs to receive 
this confirmation from the GSA and cannot react to a request 
from the airline. 

Is there a charge for additional Users 
in CASSLink? 

No. There is no charge for users in CASSLink. 

I created a new User, but the system 
did not give a Portal ID. Why? 

The system will only generate a Portal ID once a CASS 
Operation and an Agent or Airline is linked. If the UserID has 
been correctly created with all necessary linking, then try clicking 
on the Update again. 

Input   

I receive a message – User not 
Authorised to upload file for this 
airline when trying to load my billing 
file. Why? 

There could be several reasons: 

1 – Airline has not been created in Master Files 

2 – The User has not been linked to the Airline in their User 
Profile 

3 – The Airline Prefix in the file Header is different to the Master 
File eg. Missing the Branch Code 

I loaded my billing file but cannot see 
it in Output Services. Why? 

The view of input data in Output Services can only be seen after 
either Daily Processing, or the Billing/Correction Period 
processing. 

I loaded my billing file but now have a 
message reminding me to upload my 
billing file. Why am I receiving this 
reminder? 

CASSLink has an “Input Alarm” system that is looking at the 
Period End date and the Airlines in the CASS. The system is 
expecting to receive an input file from every Airline in the CASS 
that has a Period End Date in the Header Record that matches 
the system date. 

If the Header Record contains a date that is different to the 
Period End Date, then the “Alarm” is not switched off and the 
warning email is triggered. Eg. Header data has 30th OCT 
(151030) but the system knows the Period End Date is 31st 
(151031), the Alarm is not switched off. 

I am loading an AWM Record and I 
have a rejection for Duplicate Record 
Attempt. How do I know when the 
AWM record was originally billed? 

The Validation Report contains the details of the Rejection. 
Besides the AWB number, the Record Type and the Agent Code, 
there is the original Input Date and Processing date: 

INPUT: 20150414 PROCESSED: 20150420 555 DUPLICATE 
RECORD UPDATE ATTEMPT 

Why was my input record rejected as 
“Duplicate record attempt”? 

As the error states, the record is duplicated in the system. The 
test for duplication in CASS Export is: 
AWB – AWB Serial number + Airline Prefix + Agent code 
Correction – AWB Serial number + Airline Prefix + Agent code + 
Correction number. 
 
And all of these are judged within the CASS Storage Period. 
 

Airline says they have loaded their 
billing file, but have received a 
message to say their file has not been 
loaded. Why? 

There are several reasons why the system has sent the 
message. 

1 – That the file has not been loaded (loaded to Validation only) 

2 – That the dates in the Header do not match the Period eg. If 
Header date is 30MAR, but the system Period date is 31MAR, 
then the system does not recognise the file as being for that 
Billing Period. 
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I am loading a file and receive the 
message “No Billing Period Exists”. 
Why? 

There could be several reasons: 

1 – There is no Billing Period in the System for the dates in the 
file 

2 – The Dates in the header record are incorrect eg. DDMMYY 
instead of YYMMDD. So 301115 is 2030. 

3 – If there are system issues such as when the is blocked 
Upload in a maintenance period can also create this error. 

I have loaded a file, but is shows in 
Input History as status – “Failure”. 

The most probable cause of this error is that the file does not 
have a Trailer Record (TTT). There may be system problems that 
may cause this, but the most common reason is that the TTT 
record is missing. 

An Airline wants to enter Tax 
amounts to their billing input. Can 
they do this? 

Yes, provided that there is only one tax value that is due Agent 
and one that is due Airline. Some operations have more than two 
taxes, so it is impossible for the Airline to enter three different tax 
values when there are only two tax input fields. 

In countries where the entered values can be used, the Tax 
amounts entered by the airline are used in place of any 
calculated value. 

Can an airline enter the Commission 
rate or amount in their billing file? 

Yes. The Airline can enter the %rate, value or Commission 
indicator to pay Commission to the agent. Where a rate or 
amount is entered, this amount is paid over any calculated value. 

Can an AWB be processed without a 
weight or weight charge? 

A Revenue AWB must contain both a weight and a weight 
charge. 

A Service AWB must contain a weight, but the weight charge may 
be zero. It may include “Other Charges”. 

A Void AWB by definition may not have a weight or a weight 
charge. In some operations, at special request of carriers, it may 
include and invoice “Other Charges due Carrier” as a fee for 
processing the Void. 

How can I tell what the Rejection 
code in the Validation Report mean?  
Is there a list? 

All the Validation messages have a code number and description. 
The Description is what is important, not the code. 

These are all found in Master Files – Message Text. 

Airline entered a file and the Header 
dates are incorrect. Do I need to 
Delete the file? 

No. CASSLink processing is based on the AWB Execution Date 
and the next Billing Period. So the records loaded will be 
processed, provided of course that have been Accepted (not 
rejected) and are not for a Future Date. 

Can an AWB billing have both PP and 
CC charges in the same AWB 
record? 

Yes, provided they are for different elements of the billing. 
Example – CC Weight Charge & PP Due Carrier, PP Weight 
Charge and CC Due Agent. 

When are taxes calculated in the 
billing? 

Where taxes are part of the billing, they are applied when Daily 
(overnight) Processing is performed. 

When is ROE applied to input 
records? 

Exchange Rates are applied when the file is uploaded by the 
airline. They are not applied at the Billing Period Processing. 

I have loaded a billing file but I cannot 
find it in Input History. Why? 

If you have received the Validation Report confirming the file has 
been loaded, then it is loaded. Check the Header Dates. They 
may be for the incorrect dates and you need to alter the Search 
dates to find it. 
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CASS Output  

Why is the currency reported in a 
HOT file not the reporting currency? 

The HOT file reflects the records as input by the Airline. In 
countries where there is an Exchange Rate used and records are 
entered in a non-reporting currency (usually USD), then the 
records contained in the HOT file are reported as USD together 
with the applicable exchange rate used to convert the input 
currency to the reporting currency. 

I am looking at the input record and 
there is an amount in the PP Due 
Agent value field. But it is not in the 
Invoice. Why? 

If the amount in PP Due Agent, then the agent already holds this 
amount and it is not going to be paid by the airline to the agent. 

Why can’t I see an AWB in AWB 
History? 

Have a look at the date of the AWB and when it was processed in 
CASSLink. It is likely that it was billed prior to the Storage Period. 

Why do some CASS Invoices show 
Discount, while others say Incentive, 
Rebate or other term? 

 

Discount, Incentive, Rebate, Market Price Adjustment are all the 
same thing. The application of these values reduces the Weight 
Charge to a Net Value.  

The reason why different terms are used is most likely to be due 
to Legal definition or market requirement. 

In AWB History, I can see the same 
AWB billed twice. How can this 
occur? 

The test for duplication of an AWB in CASSLink is – AWB Serial 
number + Airline + Agent Code, within the Storage Period.  

So it is likely that the Agents are different for the two records and 
thus not a billing duplicate. 

Processing  

What time is CASSLink? CASSLink primarily has two times. System Time and Local 
(CASS) Time. 

When looking at file load and user log-in the time indicated is 
Central EU Time – System Time 

For Processing, it is local/country (CASS) time (GMT +/-) that is 
used. 

Note that there is no allowance in this for Daylight Savings 
changes. 

When does Processing commence? Processing, whether Billing, Correction or Daily, commences at 
approximately 22:00 or 23:00 local time (as above). But this can 
vary with Daylight Savings and different country requirements. 

What time does an Airline need to 
load files for billing? 

It is recommended that file loading be completed in normal 
business hours to facilitate support if required. 

Refer to the Cut-off times published in the CASS Reporting 
Timetable. 

Corrections  

Is there a limit to the number of 
Correction Record CASSLink will 
accept for a single AWB? 

No. Provided that there are no duplcations and the validation 
rules are not violated, then the system will continue to accept 
valid correction records. 

We have made a correction and the 
Revised billing was zero. Now I need 
to bill the correct rate but when I do 
an online correction, the Original 
details are zero. Why? 

The online correction draws the Original/Incorrect information 
from the last DCR or AWB. So if the DCR value was zero in the 
last DCR, the DCO will be zero in the online correct. 
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If a new value needs to be entered to DCO or Original/incorrect 
values, the only way to do this is via a manual DCO/DCR loaded 
by billing file. 

In View Corrections, the Correction 
shows as entered and approved by 
User #0. Who is User ID #0? 

User #0 does not exist. This signifies that the correction was 
loaded in a billing file, and not an online correction. 

In View Corrections, the Correction 
shows as approved by User #1. Who 
is User ID #1? 

User #1 in the “Approved by” signifies that the online correction 
request was Automatically Approved by CASSLink. This can be 
verified in the Airline’s Correction Period PDF report and the 
Correction Report. 

When will a Correction be processed 
if it is loaded or Approved today? 

Any correction record once loaded by billing file or approved as 
online Correction will be processed in the next Processing run, 
either Billing or Correction period, provided that it is a valid 
document to be processed. 

I am trying to enter an Online 
Correction but I receive the error “no 
record found for correction”. Why? 

For Online Corrections, you must be correcting an AWB that is 
known to the system, having been processed within the CASS 
Storage Period. 

I need to create an Online Correction 
to give back 100% of the AWB billing. 
Do I need to enter any values in the 
Revised fields? 

No. CASSLink will automatically populate the Original/Incorrect 
data from the previous billing as a Reversal. There is no need to 
enter any revised data in these cases. 

I am creating an Online Correction 
and the Original/Incorrect data is 
zero. Why? 

Check in View Corrections or AWB History. It is most likely that 
the last transaction was a Correction and the DCR was zero. As 
the DCR record is where the system picks up the last billing data, 
and then will be reflected in the new DCO as zero. 

I entered a correction in a file that 
was incorrect and now I am trying to 
create an Online Correction to fix the 
problem. But I cannot enter the 
correct amount to reverse in the 
Original/Incorrect data side. How can 
I do this and bill the corrected value? 

The answer is that you cannot fix this problem now using Online 
Correction. Yes, the incorrect Correction can be reversed online, 
but the original billing cannot be altered as the last billing record 
in the Correction, not the AWB. 

The only way to fix this is by creating a billing file with the 
necessary correction records. 

In the View Correction screen, when 
a Correction is Pending, why isn’t 
there a “Reject” option at the bottom 
of the screen like there is an Accept 
option? 

To Reject a correction, the Airline must enter a Reason for 
rejection, which requires the User to open the Pending correction 
using the “show” button. 

Why are the corrections entered by 
the Airline showing in the 
“Preliminary” for the next Billing 
Period, when it should be in the 
Correction Period? 

All AWB and correction records are “assigned” to the next Billing 
Period. The system does not recognise a Correction Period 
because it is a sub-set of a Billing Period. 

When the Correction Period starts, it looks for any eligible 
correction ie. Where the Execution Date is a past or current 
Billing Period, strips them from the future Billing Period and 
processes them in the Correction Period. 

I want to change the Origin or 
Destination on a billing in the 
correction record.  

Can I do this in Online Corrections? 

No. The Original details are copied from the AWB or last billed 
record (DCR) and these cannot be altered in Online Corrections. 
A manual CCO/CCR or DCO/DCR needs to be loaded by billing 
file. 

I am trying to create an Online 
Correction, but I cannot select the 
Airline in the drop-down list. Why? 

The most likely cause is that the Airline Master File did not have 
the option “Accept online Corrections” ticked. All Airlines should 
have this option ticked to allow agents or airlines to create online 
corrections. 
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Master Data  

What is the link between Airline 
Master File and receiving email 
notifications? 

CASSLink has 3 different communications that are automatically 
sent: 

1 – Pending Correction notification 

2 – File Upload Warning 

3 – Processing completion 

All are sent to the email addresses in the Reporting page in 
CASSLink 

We have had a change of Staff and 
need to change email addresses in 
your master data. Who do we 
contact? 

Please go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

Your request will then be channelled to the most appropriate 
IATA team. 

We have changed name or address. 
How does that get changed to reflect 
correctly on our invoice? 

The activation of all changes to Airline Master Data is handled 
centrally by the Airline Participation team. 

Please go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

I would like to receive HOT and XLS 
file ouput. How can I get these? 

The activation of all changes to Airline Master Data is handled 
centrally by the Airline Participation team. 

Please go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

Our Airline would like to join another 
CASS. How do we do this? 

The CASS joining process is handled centrally by the Airline 
Participation team. 

Please go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

Stock Management  

What is Stock Management and what 
are the benefits of using this in 
CASSLink? 

Some airlines still use faxes and spreadsheets to be able to 
allocate AWB serial numbers to their nominated Agents. 
CASSlink Stock management provides automation of this 
process that is available 24x7. 

It also allows on demand reporting so you can track which AWB 
have been billed, or not. 

Is Stock Management available in all 
CASS Operations? 

Yes. Stock Management is available in all CASS Operations. 

I want to start using Stock 
Management in CASSLink. What do I 
need to do? 

Please go to the Customer Portal and log an enquiry. 

Customer Service will send a form to be completed, giving us all 
the information we need to get you started using the Stock 
module. They will send you a User Manual and enable the 
system so that you can use the Stock module. 

A Stock Range has been Cancelled 
accidentally. Can it be re-opened? 

Yes, the Stock Range can be re-opened.  

Send a request through the Customer Portal. 

Stock Management Airline Relations 
page shows Agents that no longer 
participate in CASS. If I have selected 
to only look at Active Agents, why are 
inactive Agents being listed? 

In Stock Management, the Active agent view relates to Stock 
Management only and is not related to the status of the Agent in 
Master Files (Default or End date). “Inactive” in the Stock module 
means that the Max Unused and Std Allocation are set to “0” 
(zero) by the Airline. 

An Agent cannot request Stock. They 
have been activated and have been 

Does the Airline have a Stock Range that can be used to allocate 
Stock? 
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given Std Allocation by the airline, so 
why can’t they request AWB’s? 

Is the airline using the Locked Allocation facility and the Std 
Allocation for the agent is greater than the number of AWB in the 
Airline Range.  

These two need to be checked before escalation through the 
Customer Portal. 

An AWB has been Cancelled or 
Voided, but now I need to bill the 
AWB. Can I do that? 

Any AWB can be billed in CASSLink, provided that it has not 
already been invoiced to the same agent (Duplicate billing). The 
Voiding or Cancellation of an AWB will not prevent it from being 
billed in CASSLink. 

What does the Expiry Date mean? The Expiry Date prevents the allocation of Stock once the Expiry 
Date has been reached. This does not mean that the AWB 
cannot be used by the agent or billed through CASSLink. 

What is the difference between the 
normal allocation and Express? 

There is no real difference. Express is just a name. What it 
means is that you can use different Ranges for different purposes 
eg. Normal, Mail, perishable cargo etc. 

I don’t want agents requesting 
Allocations for random numbers of 
AWB serial numbers. What can I do 
to prevent this? 

The answer is to use “Lock Allocation”. This feature limits the 
agent to only being able to request the Standard Allocation (Std 
Allocation) as set by the airline in Airline Stock Relations, and 
never more or less. If the individual agent has a Std Allocation of 
50, then they can only receive 50 AWB numbers at an allocation 
that does not exceed their Maximum holding (Max Unused). 

On the Airline Ranges, what does 
“Unused” mean? 

Unused in this instance means “Un-Allocated” ie. The number of 
AWB numbers available for allocation to Agents. 

I am trying to enter a new Range, but 
receive the message: 

“The range conflicts with an 

existing range.” 

What do I do to be able to enter my 
new Range? 

The system will not allow the entry of any number Range that 
conflicts with an existing Stock Range. If the existing Range is 
old, with no Un-Allocated numbers, then the Range can be 
deleted. 

Please log an enquiry through the Customer Portal. 

Why do some agents show “-1” in the 
Airline Stock Relations page? 

“-1” is the default system activation of the agent in Stock 
Management. The Airline must then decide whether this agent 
should be able to request their AWB number or not. The Airline 
must change the STD Allocation to either “0” or the number of 
AWB they will allow the agent to request. 

Why does my home page display - 
There are stock relations without 

details. ? 

This related to the “-1” above. It means that there are new agents 
that the Airline has not changed in the Airline Stock Relations 
page. 

My home page displays: 

 

Some ranges are below warning 
level.  

ZZ 123 - 10 MX 001 - 0 

What does this mean? MX 045 - 0 

This is a warning message that the number of AWB numbers 
available for allocation has passed the Warning level and that 
there are only 10 numbers left to be allocated and a new Range 
needs to be entered. 

The agent has used an AWB, but 
Stock management shows the AWB 
as Unused?  When is it updated to 
Used? 

The AWB in the Stock Management module continue to show as 
“unused” until the Airline loads the AWB into the billing and a 
Daily Processing is run. 

CASSLink Plus – Route Analyser  

What is CASSLink Plus Route 
Analyser? 

CASSLink Plus – Route Analyser is a market-data statistics 
package based on CASS data. It has four main reports – 

https://casslink.iata.org/pages/StockAirlineAgentRelation.aspx
https://casslink.iata.org/pages/StockAirlineAgentRelation.aspx
https://casslink.iata.org/pages/StockAirlineRange.aspx
https://casslink.iata.org/pages/StockAirlineRange.aspx
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Shipments, Tonnage, Turnover and Yield. It also allows for 
weight breaks and reporting Other Charges. 

Reporting is based on Origin-Destination pairs – airport, city or 
country. 

How do I get CASSLink Plus – Route 
Analyser? 

Access is by subscription to one or more Origin countries. For 
more details send an enquiry via the Customer Portal 

 
 


